Replication control for pT181, an indirectly regulated plasmid.
PT181 is a fully sequenced Staphylococcus aureus plasmid whose size is 4,437 bp. It specifies tetracycline resistance and has a copy number of about 22 per cell in exponentially growing cultures. The functional organization of the pT181 replicon is centered around the coding sequence for a 35-kd protein, RepC, that is absolutely required for replication of the plasmid. The replication origin is contained within the repC coding sequence and the region immediately 5' to the RepC start is involved in control of the plasmid replication rate. PT181 replication is controlled at the level of RepC synthesis by a negative regulatory system that is functionally similar to that of the Co1E1 and IncFII plasmids of Escherichia coli. The pT181 control circuit involves 2 short transcripts, RNA I and RNA II, that are transcribed from the region specifying the 5' end of the untranslated repC mRNA leader and in the opposite direction. These are referred to as countertranscripts. The countertranscripts regulate RepC synthesis by a mechanism that probably involves interaction with the repC mRNA leader in a manner that interferes with translation. Both of the countertranscripts seem to be necessary for normal replication control; their separate roles remain unclear. Unlike plasmids of the Co1E1 and IncFII groups, plasmids such as Co1E1 are considered to have direct regulation of replication because the inhibitory element of the copy control circuit directly inhibits the initiation of replication. Plasmids such as pT181 are considered to have indirect regulation of replication because the product of the regulated step, RepC, is trans-active. Plasmids of the IncFII type are considered to have direct regulation of replication because the product of the regulated step, RepA is cis-active The analysis of pT181 replication physiology has illustrated 2 important differences between directly and indirectly regulated plasmids: a) for directly regulated plasmids, copy mutants specifying a normal inhibitor substance but an inactive target site exclude the wild-type or recessive mutants by directly interfering with their replication. Analogous mutants of indirectly regulated plasmids coexist readily with the wild-type and all mutants (although they do manifest segregational incompatibility) because the Rep protein is always shared by all plasmids in the cell, regardless of its source. b) Mutations of directly regulated plasmids in the region where target transcript and countertranscript overlap may give rise to totally new incompatibility groups because they engender independently self-correcting copy pools.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)